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CAIlFORNIA POLYfECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 93407 

ACADEMIC SENATE 

805.756.1258 

MEETING OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE 

Tuesday, January 22, 2008 

UU220, 3:10 to 5:00pm 

3:10 	 I. Minutes: 

Approval of minutes for Academic Senate meetings ofNovember 13 and 

November 27,2007 (pp. 2-5). 

II. 	 Communication(s) and Announcement(s): 
A. 	 President's responses to resolutions AS-658-07, AS-659-07, and AS-660-07: 
(pp. 6-8). 
B. 	 Sustainability charrette scheduled for Saturday, February 23,8:30-4:00, at 
Cal Poly: Kate Lancaster, Chair of the Sustainability Committee. 
m. 	 Reports: 

Regular reports [Please limit to 3 minutes or less}: 

A. 	 Academic Senate Chair: (p. 9). 
B. 	 President's Office: 
C. 	 Vice President for Student Affairs: 
D. 	 Statewide Senate: 
E. 	 CF A Campus President: 
F. 	 AS! Representative: 
Special reports: 
Bill Durgin: Provost report on strategic planning: (p. 10). 
IV. 	 Consent Agenda: 
V. 	 Business Item(s): 
3:45 	 A. Resolution on Faculty/StaffDining Area: Harris, chair of Ad Hoc 
Committee on Conference Center and Faculty Club, second reading 
-(pp. 11-12). 
B. 	 Resolution on Department Status and Name Change for Women's 
Studies Program: Halisky, Dean for CLAI Armstrong, Director for 
Women's Studies, first reading (pp. 13-31). 
C. 	 Resolution on Diversity Learning Objectives: Hannings, chair of 
Curriculum Committee, first reading (pp. 32-35). 
VI. 	 Discussion Item(s): 
5:00 VII. 	 Adjournment: 
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 93407 

ACADEMIC SENATE 

805.756.1258 

MINUTES OF 
The Academic Senate 

Tuesday, November 13, 2007 

UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 p.m. 

1. Minutes: the minutes of October 23 were approved as presented. 
II. Communications and Announcements: 
A. 	 Giberti announced the next Social Hour scheduled for Thursday, November 15,4-6 p.m., 
at the University House Patio. This event is hosted by the President's Office. 
III. Regular Reports 
A. 	 Academic Senate Chair: Giberti announced his pruticipation in the Access to Excellence 
Steering Committee meeting to consider responses to the first draft ofthe system 
strategic plan. 
B. 	 President's Office: Howard-Greene reported that on October 30, State Senator Torkalson, 
Senator Maldonado, and Assemblyman Blakeslee convened a hearing on science and 
math education in K-12. Howard-Greene also announced that President Baker attended a 
bi-national conference convened in part by the USlMexico Science Foundation. 
C. 	 Provost: none. 
D. 	 Vice President for Student Affairs: Morton reported that more than 75% of Poly Canyon 
student housing is now complete. 
E. 	 Academic Senate CSU: Foroohar reported on some of the thirteen resolutions addressed 
at the last meeting. The resolutions addressed issues such as the policy on class 
withdrawal and incomplete grades, the proposed fee increase for MBAs, and the 
Voluntary System of Accountability. 
F. 	 CFA Campus President: none. 
G. 	 ASI Representatives: Souza reported that Lieutenant Governor Garamendi will be 
holding a press conference on the likelihood of a 10% student-fee increase next year. 
IV. Special report: 
A. 	 Mike Miller, Dean ofLibrary Services, reported on the library building program. The 
presentation is available at 
<http://www .calpoly .edu/~acadsen/reports/AcademicSenateReportslLibraryBuildingProg 
ramI 1 1307.pdt>. 
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V. Consent Agenda: none. 
VI. Business Item(s): 
A. Resolution on Searches for Academic Campus Administrators (Faculty Affairs 
Committee): Foroohar presented this resolution, which urges that faculty representatives 
on certain academic MPP consultative committees be elected or selected from tenured 
faculty, probationary faculty, and full-time lecturers. The resolution will return as a 
second reading item. 
B. Resolution on Proposal for the Establishment of the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences 
(CCMS) (Biological Sciences Department and College of Science and Mathematics): 
This resolution endorses the proposal to establish the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences. 
Mark Moline explained the proposal; presentation is available at 
<http://www.calpoly.edu/-acadsenireports/CoastaIMarineSciences.ppt>. The resolution 
will return as a second reading item. 
C. Resolution on Faculty/Staff Dining area (Ad Hoc Committee on Conference Center and 
Faculty Club): Harris presented this resolution, which requests that the management of 
Cal Poly Corporation Campus Dining address in its strategic plan the needs of faculty and 
staff and that the Director of Campus Dining report to the Academic Senate on the status 
of this request. The resolution will return as a second reading item. 
VII Discussion Item(s): none. 
VIII. The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, California 93407 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
805.756.1258 
MINUTES OF 
The Academic Senate 
Tuesday, November 27, 2007 
UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 p.m. 
1. Minutes: none. 
II. Communications and Announcements: 
A Giberti announced the next Social Hour scheduled for Thursday, December 6. The 
Orfalea College ofBusiness will host this event. 
B. Stover announced a new campus emergency notification system that will be available 
Winter Quarter 2008. 
III. Regular Reports: none. 
IV. Special Report: 
A The President reported on the budget presentation by Patrick Lenz, Assistant Vice 
Chancellor, at the November 2007 meeting of the Trustee's Finance Committee. The 
presentation is available at 
<htlp://www.cal tale.edu/budget/200 09BudIndexldocumentsINov2007 Presentation 
Bot . Committee on Finance.pdf>. 
V. Consent Agenda: none. 
VI. Business Item(s): 
A Resolution on Prior Learning Assessment (Curriculum Committee): Hannings presented 
the resolution that grants adult-degree credit through portfolio development. The 
resolution is available at <http://www.calpoly.edu/-acadsenJResolutionsJ2007­
2008IPLApdf>. M/SIP to approve the resolution. 
B. Resolution on Proposal for the Establishment of the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences 
(Biological Sciences Department and College of Science and Mathematics): Opava 
explained that this resolution endorses the proposal to establish the Center for Coastal 
Marine Sciences. A PowerPoint presentation is available at 
<http://www .calpoly. edul-acadscn/reports/CoastalMarineSciences. ppt>. M/SIP to 
approve the resolution. 
C. Resolution on Searches for Academic Campus Administrators (Faculty Mfairs 
Committee): Foroohar presented this resolution, which urges that faculty representatives 
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on certain academic MPP consultative committees be elected or selected from tenured 
faculty, probationary faculty, and full-time lecturers. 
The following friendly amendment was accepted: 
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly urge that where the 
academic management personnel position has sbstantial involvement 
with curriculum, faculty affairs, and/or instructionally related matters, 
faculty representatives on the consultative committee will be elected eF 
seleeted from a pool consisting of tenured and tenure-track faculty, as 
well as full-time lecturers (holding 12.12. entitlement). The majority of 
members appointed to a consultative committee to select a college dean 
will continue to consist of tenured faculty members; and be it further 
M/S/P to approve the resolution as amended. 
D. 	 Resolution on Faculty/StaffDining area (Ad Hoc Committee on Conference Center and 
Faculty Club): Due to the lack oftime, the resoJut ion wiU return as a second reading item 
at the first Senate meeting ofWinter Quarter 2008. 
VII Discussion Item(s): none. 
VIII. The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
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O\LPOLY 

State of California 
Memorandum SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
To: Bruno Giberti 
Chair, Academic Senate 
Date: January 7, 2008 
From: Warren J. Baker 
President 
Copies: W. Durgin 
D. Parks 
D. Conn 
Subject: Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-658-07 
Resolution on Prior Learning Assessment: Proposal to Expand Cal Poly's Credit for Prior 
College-Level Learning 
Based upon consultation with Provost William W. Durgin, this memo acknowledges receipt and 
approval of the above-referenced resolution. 
Please extend my thanks to those who worked on developing this proposal. I look forward to its 
implementation and the effect it will have on this student population. 
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CALPOLY 

State of California 
Memorandum SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
To: Bruno Giberti 
Chair, Academic Senate 
Date: January 7, 2008 
From: Warren J. Baker 
President 
Copies: W. Durgin 
M. Suess 
Subject: Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-659-07 
Resolution on Searches for Academic Campus Administrators 
This will acknowledge receipt of the above-referenced resolution. The recommendations will be 
considered when new policies for the recruitment ofMPP personnel are drafted. 
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CALPOLY 

State of California 
Memorandum SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
To: Bruno Giberti Date: JaJ1Uary 7,2008 
Chair, Academic S7nate 
From: Copies: W. Durgin 
President P. Bailey 
S.Opava 
M. Moline 
M. Yoshimura 
Subject Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-660-07 
Resolution on Proposal for the Estab lishment of the Center fof' Coastal 
Marine Sciences (CCMS) 
Based upon the above-subject resolution, the positive endorsement by the Academic Deans at its 
October 8, 2007, meeting, as well as the recommendation of Provost William Durgin, I aJn pleased to 
approve the establishment of the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences (CCMS). 
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AS Calendar for Winter Quarter 
January 81 Executive Committee 

Discussion ofacademic calendar 

Resolution on Diversity Learning Objectives 

January 22 I Academic Senate 

Kate Lancaster's announcement of sustain ability charrette 

Provost's report on strategic planning 

Resolution on facultylstaff dining (2od) 

Resolution on Women's Studies (lS!) 

Resolution on Diversity Learning Objectives (151) 

January 291 Executive Committee 

Resolution on teaching associates 

Resolution on Library Task Force Report 

Resolution on MS BMED 

February 12 I Academic Senate 

Sandra Ogren's report on advancement 

Resolution on Women's Studies (2od) 

Resolution on Diversity Learning Objectives (2od) 

Resolution on teaching associates (1~ 

February 19 I Executive Committee 

Resolution on Reform ofAS Constitution and Bylaws 

February 26 I Executive Committee 

AS committee chairs report on charges 

March 4 I Academic Senate 

President's Report 

Resolution on teaching associates (2od) 

Resolution on Library Task Force Report (1 5~ 

Resolution on MS BMED (1~ 

March 111 Academic Senate 

Special session on campus strategic planning 

March 17 - March 31,20081 Finals Week and Quarter Break 
Expected 
Resolution on Reform ofUSCP 
Resolution on MS in Polymers 
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December 11, 2007 
POSITION 
California Polytechnic State University is a nationally renowned polytechnic university 
dedicated to educating a technologically literate citizenry. It is a vibrant community for 
learning and discovery where the arts, sciences, and technology intersect. Its graduates 
are poised to be leaders in engineering, agriculture, architecture, the arts and sciences, 
business, and education. 
MISSION 
Cal Poly fosters teaching, scholarship, and service in a learn-by-doing environment 
where students and faculty are partners in discovery. As a polytechnic university, Cal 
Poly promotes the application oftheory to practice. As a comprehensive institution, Cal 
Poly provides a balanced education in the arts, sciences, and technology, while 
encouraging cross-disciplinary and co-curricular experiences. As an academic 
community, Cal Poly values free inquiry, cultural and intellectual diversity, mutual 
respect, civic engagement, and social and environmental responsibility. 
VALUES 
The pedagogy of"learn by doing", which is our hallmark, is the foundation for 
undergraduate and graduate education. As a polytechnic university with a strong 
emphasis on the liberal arts and interdisciplinary studies, Cal Poly exemplifies the new 
liberal education and embraces the pursuit oflearning outcomes that prepare students for 
careers and citizenship. Our graduates are proficient in technology, understand its 
application to culture and society, and aspire to become wise professional and civic 
leaders. Cal Poly embraces the teacher-scholar model of teaching excellence and 
substantive engagement in scholarly pursuits. 
VISION 
Cal Poly will be the premier polytechnic university, rooted in its technological 
disciplines, dedicated to the application ofknowledge, and committed to educational 
innovation. It will provide superb education and conduct research, scholarship, and 
creative activity in concert with the California State University mission. Respect for 
individuals, their diversity, and their ideas will be the cornerstones ofthe Cal Poly 
community. A balance oftheory and practice exemplified by the "learn by doing" 
philosophy and implemented through project-based pedagogy will be the curricular 
foundation. A deep understanding and respect for educational breadth will ensure that 
the needs ofour students in our rapidly evolving global society are met. 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -07 
RESOLUTION ON FACULTY/STAFF DINING AREA 
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly faculty and staff once enjoyed the exclusive use of the Staff Dining 
2 Room in the Dining Complex (Building 19); and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, The Staff Dining Room was the locus of an infonnal, cross-disciplinary social 
5 life, bringing together people from different parts of the campus; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, This social life disappeared when the Cal Poly Corporation Campus Dining 
8 management converted the Staff Dining Room into the Veranda Cafe, which 
9 serves students, faculty, and staff; and 
10 
11 WHEREAS, No equivalent plans or arrangements for the special needs of faculty and staff 
12 have been made since the conversion to the Veranda Cafe for the speeiaJ needs of 
13 faeulty and staff; and 
14 
15 WHEREAS, A new Associate Vice President of Commercial Services and Executive Director 
16 of the Cal Poly Corporation has recently been appointed; and 
17 
18 WHEREAS, A new Director ofCampus Dining has been appointed along with a new executive 
19 dining staff; and 
20 
21 WHEREAS, The Campus Dining organization is at a moment of transition and will be 
22 preparing a new strategic plan; therefore be it 
23 
24 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate request that the management ofCal Poly Corporation 
25 Campus Dining address in its strategic plan the exclusive needs of the faculty and 
26 staff; and be it further 
27 
28 RESOLVED: That by the end of this aeademie year the new Direetor of Campus Dining be 
29 asked to giye a report to the Aeademie Senate on the status of this request That the 
30 new Director ofCampus Dining be asked to give a report to the Academic Senate 
31 by the end of this academic year. 
Proposed by: Ad Hoc Committee on Conference Center 
and Faculty Club 
Date: October 29,2007 
Revised: November 2, 2007 
Revised: November 13, 2007 
Revised: November 20, 2007 
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Margaret Camuso 
To: Academic Senators 

Subject: Faculty/Staff Dining 

------ Forwarded Message 

From: Lawrence R Kelley <lkelley@calpoly.edu> 

Reply-To: <lkelley@calpoly.edu> 

Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2007 09:07:17 -0800 

To: Bruno Giberti <bgiberti@calpoly.edu> 

Cc: 'Bonnie Murphy' <bdrnurphy@calpoly.edu>, <twelton@calpoly.edu> 

Subject: Faculty/Staff Dining 

Bruno, thank you for talking with me recently about having the Corporation 

develop a faculty/staff lunch area on campus. The Campus Dining staff will 

be working on this idea and we believe that we can corne up with a location 

and program that can be open as soon as next academic year. There is much 

to consider and we will be developing plans over the next few months. We 

will let you know the details as they develop. 

Larry Kelley 

lkelley@calpoly.edu 

805/756-21 71 

------ End of Forwarded Message 

1 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -07 
RESOLUTION ON DEPARTMENT STATUS 
AND NAME CHANGE FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM 
1 WHEREAS, The Women's Studies program is presently an academic unit located in the 
2 College ofLiberal Arts; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, A change in status and name from Women's Studies program to "Department of 
5 Women's and Gender Studies" is being proposed; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, The functional modifications in changing to department status are provided in the 
8 attachment to this resolution; and 
9 
10 WHEREAS, Said change in status and name has been approved by the College ofLiberal Arts 
11 Chairs Council and the Academic Deans Council; therefore be it 
12 
13 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the change in status and name 
14 from Women's Studies program to Department of Women's and Gender 
15 Studies. 
Proposed by: Cal Poly Women's Studies Program and the 
College of Liberal Arts 
Date: October 9, 2007 
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To: 	 William Durgin, Provost and Associate Vice-President 
Dean's Council 
From: 	Mary A. Armstrong, Director of Women's Studies 
Women's Studies Faculty Board (See Appendix A: WS Faculty Board) 
Re: 	 Departmental Status for Women's and Gender Studies 
Date: 	 October 4,2007 
Section I: Proposal and Rationale 
This is a proposal to change the institutional status of Women's Studies from program to 
department and amend the name "Women's Studies" to "Women's and Gender Studies." 
The proposal is predicated mainly on the following factors, each of which is addressed in 
detail in Section II: 
1. 	 Structurally and institutionally, Women's Studies already currently operates 
as an independent, departmental-level entity. 
2. 	 Women's Studies serves hundreds of students and many university programs 
every A Y by offering a broad spectrum of General Education and USCP courses 
and multiple major/minor support courses, engaging the multi-disciplinary talents 
of faculty as instructors and affiliates, and serving a growing core of Women's 
Studies Minors. 
3. 	 Departmental status will allow Women's Studies to hire its own faculty 
without being entirely relegated (as is the case now) to jointly-appointed faculty 
whose principle affiliations are always fractured and partially located elsewhere. 
4. 	 Departmental status will enable Women's Studies to formulate pedagogical 
and scholarly principles through the development of RPT standards and 
processes. Departmental status will hence promote the excellence of Women's 
Studies and facilitate coherent long-term planning and program assessment. 
5. 	 Departmental status will empower Women's Studies to more effectively 
advance the mission of the university, fostering diversity, promoting 
interdisciplinary work and providing critical support in STEM areas. 
Women's Studies has a unique and central role in Cal Poly's mission. It is 
singularly positioned to positively address issues of diversity in the curriculum, 
campus climate, interdisciplinary teaching and learning, and the intersection of 
gender issues with STEM areas. 
1 
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This proposal does not entail any cun'icular changes. It does not require a reallocation of 
resources within the College of Liberal Arts or the reassignment of any current faculty. 
Changes will be jnternal to the College of Liberal Arts. This proposal does not advocate 
the fOlIDation of a Women s Studies major at this time. Modifications will be: a change in 
the title of "Women s Studies PrOgranl to' Women's and Gender tudies Depruiment' 
and a change in the title of the head of Women s Studies from "director" to "chair.' 
II. Factors Related to Departmental Status 
1. Structurally and institutionally, Women's Studies already operates as an 

independent, departmental-level entity. 

Women's Studies is a free-standing entity within the College of the Liberal Arts 
and operates with department-level autonomy. Women's Studies is self-governed by its 
teaching faculty and has a faculty Director; the Director of Women's Studies has a 
peffi1anent seat on the College of Liberal Arts Chairs Council where Women's Studies 
carries a full departmental vote. Women's Studies has its own operating, programming, 
and discretionary budgets. It is housed within its own office space, which is staffed by the 
Women's Studies Administrative Support Coordinator (ASC-I) and student assistants. 
The program independently schedules and runs its own courses under the 
Women's Studies prefix (WS) throughout the academic year; summer courses are 
offered, as well. Women's Studies develops and maintains its own curriculum packages 
and is responsible for tracking enrollments and maintaining appropriate SCU counts. 
Women's Studies works with College of Liberal Arts Advancement on support initiatives 
and represents itself on grant applications. The program shares joint tenure-track lines 
across the college and internally hires its own lecturers. Unlike most other minor 
programs-such as the minor in Dance (located within the Theatre and Dance 
Department) or the minor in Religious Studies (located within the Philosophy 
Department)-Women's Studies is structurally autonomous. 
2. Women's Studies serves hundreds of students and many university programs 
every A Y by offering a broad spectrum of General Education and USCP courses, 
offering multiple major/minor support courses, engaging the talents of many faculty 
as instructors and affiliates, and serving a growing core of Women's Studies Minors. 
General Education and USCP courses 
The vast majority of Women's Studies courses are designated as General Education 
and/or USCP courses (See Appendix B: Women's Studies Core Curriculum). Based on 
projections for the coming year and taking our two new tenure-track joint hires into 
account, Women's Studies projects it will provide upper division GE credit to 
approximately 528 students during the 07-08 AY. The e numbers include 192 (Area 
C), 240 (Area D) 96 (Area F) and 523 ill CPl. (See Appendix C: WS GE and USCP P 
Projected Enrollments 07-08). 
2 
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Major and Minor Program Support 
Women s Studies serves hundreds of students across the university every year by offering 
support courses for 5 majors, 4 minors, and 2 graduate programs. (See Appendix 
D: WS Major and Minor Support Courses). 
Faculty 
Faculty with research and teaching expertise in the areas of gender and sexuality have a 
unique forum for pedagogical and intellectual development in Women's Studies. In 
addition to four jointly-appointed faculty, 21 nOD-formally appointed faculty from 9 
departments currently teach Women's Studies core and elective courses on an ad hoc 
basis. Additionally, almost 70 Cal Poly faculty have self-identified as Women's 
Studies Affiliates. Women's Studies is at the heart of the university's interdisciplinary 
mission. (See Appendix E: WS All Faculty and Appendix F: WS Affiliated Faculty). 
Women's Studies Minors 
Women's Studies serves a core group of Women's Studies minors, who represent 
a proportionally small but important part of the program's engagement with students. The 
Minors illustrate the growing intensity of interest in Women's Studies: since 2000-200l, 
the number of students involved in the minor has moved from 2 to our current average of 
around 30-35 (See Appendix G: WS Minors Growth 2000-2007) 
3. Departmental status will allow Women's Studies to hire its own faculty without 
being entirely relegated (as is the case now) to jointly-appointed faculty whose 
principal affiliations are always located elsewhere. 
Because "partial hires" are the only option for a non-department, 4 faculty hires (all of 
whom have tenure/track responsibilities elsewhere) have created only 1.33 permanent 
FIEF for Women's Studies. Appointed Women's Studies faculty are organized thusly: 
English Department 
Tenure Home Women's Studies 
Philosophy Department 
Tenure Home 
Philosophy Department 
(tenure Home) 
Eth,Dic ;Studies Department 
enure Home 
Women's Studies 
Women's Studies 
Women's Studies 
3 
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These appointments are supplemented by one additional base FTEF that Women's 
Studies is granted annually. This FTEF enables the program to "hire" additional faculty 
from other departments on an ad hoc basis. 
There are serious disadvantages to continuing to organize Women's Studies 

through partial hires (and, when possible, ad hoc additional teaching) including: 

a) The permanent second-class status of a program without its own faculty will 
ensW"e that gender is permanently marked as a secondary area of academic 
inquiry and pedagogy. This is especially evident when Women's Studies is 
compared to Ethnic Studies, which has held departmental status since 1994. 
b) The administrative-intensive work ofioint hires is excessivelv laborious, from 
the complex joint hiring process to scheduling difficulties to potential problems 
concerning the "value" of Women's Studies work in terms ofa faculty member's 
candidacy for tenure and/or promotion in hislher home department. 
c) The 'doubled" and notoriously heavy service responsibilities of joint 
appointments are especially challenging for Women's Studies faculty. The 
National Women's Studies Association (NWSA) summarizes: 
Faculty members in Women's Studies experience service obligations that 
are heavier than normal. Women's Studies faculty are called upon to 
provide expertise for many other academic units . .. those with joint 
appointments need to advise students, attend meetings, and serve on 
committees in two academic units (Statement of the Governing Council of 
the NWSA, 2000). 
Lack of departmental status generates barriers and difficulties for Women's Studies on 
multiple levels, creating obstacles to its perceived intellectual viability, hindering and 
complicating its administrative processes, and increasing the workload of its faculty. 
4. Departmental status will enable Women's Studies to formulate pedagogical and 
scholarly principles through the development of RPT standards and processes. 
Departmental status will hence promote the excellence of Women's Studies and 
facilitate coherent long-term planning and program assessment. 
Because Women's Studies is independent yet unable to support full lines or grant 
tenure/promotion, it is effectively blocked from engaging in those processes which are 
critical to an effective educational unit, ie, developing criterion for scholarly and 
pedagogical excellence (specifically, standards for teaching, research and service). Self­
sufficient yet lacking department status, Women's Status cannot exercise the control 
needed to form a coherent vision of its own future. 
Women's Studies is also hindered from developing external goals or engaging in long­
range planning or assessment relative to the CLA and/or the university. Whereas 
departments can envision and create a course of study over time, Women's Studies 
4 
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cannot similarly plan and coordinate its curriculum and courses. Because all future 
Goint) hires occur in terms of the plans of other departments, Women's Studies cannot 
coherently strategize in the long term or develop effective outcomes assessment. It can 
only "react." 
With the statu and stability provided by departmental status. long-term planning and 

effective program assessment would be achievable. Plans for a Women's and Gender 

Studies Department could, of course, follow either a no/slow-growth or growth model. 

But the critical element here is that there would be sufficient stability for long-range 

planning. (See Appendix H: Sample 5 Year Plan for Women's and Gender Studies). 

5. Departmental status will empower Women's Studies to more effectively advance 
the mission of the university, foster diversity, promote interdisciplinary work and 
provide critical support in STEM areas. Women's Studies can playa unique and 
central role in Cal Poly's mission. It is singularly positioned to positively address 
issues of diversity in the curriculum, campus climate, interdisciplinary teaching and 
learning, and the intersection of gender issues with STEM areas. 
The 2007 Cal Poly Mission Statement affirms that a Cal Poly education should be co­

curricular where possible and fundamentally connected to diversity, civic engagement, 

and principles of social responsibility-an educational approach that is reflected in the 

core of Women's and Gender Studies: 

As a comprehensive institution, Cal Poly provides a balanced education in the arts, sciences, and 
technology, while encouraging cross-disciplinary and co-curricular experiences. As an academic 
community, Cal Poly values free inquiry, cultural and intellectual diversity, mutual respect, civic 
engagement, and social and environmental responsibility. 
(http://www.president.calpoly.edulmission.asp) 
The Cal Poly Strategic Plan repeatedly states that the educational mission of the 

university requires that academic programs address gender issues: 

1.1 0.1 Cal Poly hall require for graduation. ucce sful completion of course work that 
focuses on the is ues of gender and cultural and racial pluralism, including social, political, 
and religious similarities and differences among societies. 
1.10.2 Cal Poly haJJ ensure that the content of cour e across the curriculum include 
relevant issues of gender and cultural and racial pluralism, including social, political, and 
religious similarities and differences among societies. 
(Cal Poly Strategic Plan http://www.president.calpoly.eduiplans.asp?pid=I, author's emphasis) 
However, despite the consistent and clear emphasis on curricular diversity and student 
learning in terms of both gender and race/ethnicity, Women's Studies continues to hold 
programmatic status. (This is notable when compared to Ethnic Studies, a small 
interdisciplinary program that became a department after only two years of existence, in 
1994). Departmental status for Women's Studies will clearly convey that research and 
teaching addressing gender are also central to the university mission and to student 
learning, and that gender equity is every bit as important as racial and ethnic diversity. 
5 
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Gender disparities and the non- or low-rate participation of women (specifically, 
in STEM fields) remain critical problems at Cal Poly, as is the case at many polytechnic 
universities. Women s Studies is precisely the academic unit best positioned to encourage 
the exploration of curricular and intellectual issues involved in creating a welcoming 
climate and increase participation and retention of women students and faculty, especially 
in the STEM areas. Departmental status for Women's Studies would grant both the 
stability and institutional status needed to engage in the development of new (especially 
STEM-related) courses. Departmental status would enable Women's Studies to envision 
courses that speak directly to curricular diversity, make hires as appropriate to long-term 
plans, and create interdisciplinary curricular ventures in which faculty who work on 
gender (especially) in STEM fields could find collegial and practical support. 
Given the increased importance of interdisciplinary teaching, learning and research at Cal 
Poly, it is also important to note that Women's Studies is intrinsically interdisciplinary. 
From the Cal Poly Women's Studies Mission Statement (2001): 
Women's Studies is an interdisciplinary academic field which focuses on issues of gender, 
examines the contributions and status of women, and seeks to broaden the academic interrogation 
of sex roles and gender ideals. It enables students to analyze how gender and sexuality, along with 
race, class and ethnicity (as well as other markers of identity), shape women's and men's lives (Cal 
Poly Women's Studies Mission Statement http://www.calpoly.edu/~womst/). 
Finally, it is worth noting that emphasis on and support for Women's Studies is 
strongly reflected throughout the CSU system. Of the 23 campuses, all but 3 have 
Women's Studies (the new campuses of Channel Islands and Monterey Bay are currently 
developing gender studies curricula and offering classes; only the Maritime Academy has 
nothing in this area). The majority ofCSU Women's Studies units are departments (11). 
All CSU campuses with Women's Studies have minors (20), the majority (14) have 
majors. See Appendix I: Women's Studies in the CSU: System Overview. 
IV. Institutional Status and Naming Practices for Women's [and Gender] Studies 
Since the 1970s, "Women's Studies" has been the most common name for 
interdisciplinary academic programs that focus on issues of gender. Over the last decade, 
the titles ofmany Women's Studies departments have changed to accommodate an 
expanded range of inquiry, including sexuality issues and issues of maleness and 
masculinity. Sometimes the title "Women's Studies" is maintained to acknowledge a 
still-ongoing mission of Women's Studies: to work towards insuring the inclusion of 
women at every level of inquiry, every level ofpedagogy, and at every level of the 
production ofknowledge. On the other hand, increasing use of an expanded title reflects 
the new areas of growth represented in a dynamic field. In changing from "Women's 
Studies" to "Women's and Gender Studies" the Cal Poly Women's Studies Faculty Board 
wishes to both affirm its commitment to the historic goals of access and inclusivity for 
women, as well as to acknowledge the newer areas of gender and sexuality studies in 
which its faculty and its students are actively engaged. 
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Concluding Summary 
Women's Studies at Cal Poly is an autonomous unit that, for many intents and 

purposes, already acts as a department. It offers a wide array of courses, the vast 

majority of which are General Education and/or USCP and many of which support 

various majors and minors. Women's Studies serves hundreds of students every year. 

Over the last five years, Women's Studies has experienced considerable growth in 
faculty, in courses offered, and in students served-and now Women's Studies is at a 
critical juncture. There is no doubt that a Department of Women's and Gender Studies 
could have an important and extremely productive role at polytechnic university that is 
committed to excellence, curricular diversity, and progress (especially in areas such as 
diversity and parity in the STEM disciplines). But the extent to which Women's Studies 
can fill its vital role in any vision of a progressive polytechnic university now depends on 
it being given the stability and status needed to make its important contributions. The 
value of Women s Studies to Cal Poly can be significant. but only if it is allowed to take 
a form in which it can set standards for excellence, envision its own future, establish 
long-range plans. assess itself, and dynamically address critical issues. If Women s 
Studies is empowered to reach its full potential, it will not only benefit research and 
teaching in areas related to gender, but it will substantiate and advance the overall 
mission of the university as a whole. 
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Appendix A: Women's Studies Faculty Board 
2007-2008 Women's Studies Faculty Board 
Last !First 
Armstrong 
Burn 
Engle 
Fern 
Kuhn 
Lehr 
Q'Bryant 
Shea 
Wetzel 
Williams 
IMary 
!Shawn 
Patrice 
Rachel 
Devin 
Jane 
Camille 
Christine 
Jean 
IJean 
Home Department E-mail 
Engl ish/Women's Studies Director 
___ _______ __l!l(l~f!I.!~!!@~~p.°~:~A~ __ 
Psychology _______ __ __ s_b~~@~alpoly:edu_ _ 
Psychology 
__ __ ___ , -- -- __ __p~~gle@calpo!y.~~~____ 

Philosophy/Women's Studies 

___ _ __ __ _ ~fern.@~~lp()!y·e_~~_ 

Philosophy/Women's Studies 

______ ______ __d~~h.~@~~lp_~lx.:_~~~ 

Ethnic Studies/Women's Studies 
 j lehr@calpoly.edu
- -- - - - - - -- --- - - ------ --- --- - -- - - - - --- - \ 
cobryant@calpoly.edu 

Communication Studies 

Kinesiology 
_____-=--~h~~@~~!p~-i;~d~ -~-~ _-_~= ~_~_ I ~ 
I 
___ j~~!~el@~!i!p~x:.ei~_________ _____ 
Political Science 
Art & Design 
__ _ _ _j~mw~~!i@~~ll'.0ly.:~~u__ _
-
Appendix B: Womerr~5rudies Core Curriculum 
Women's Studies Minor 

Student Progression Chart 

REQUIRED COURSES (20 Units) 
WS 301 Introduction to Women's Studies (GE D5, USCP)(4) 4 
WS 450 Feminist Theory (USCP)(4) 4 
Level A - Select One 4 

PSY 314 Psychology of Women (4) 

SOC 311 Sociology of Gender (4) 

WSIRELS 370 Religion, Gender and Society (GE C4, USCP)(4) 

Level B - Select One 4 
WS 350 Gender, Race, Science and Technology (GE F, USCP)(4) 

WSIHIST 434 American Women's History to 1870 (4) 

WSIHIST 435 American Women's History from 1870 (USCP)(4) 

Level C - Select One 4 
WS 311 Women In Cross Cultural Perspectives (GE D5)( 4) 

WS 340 Sexuality Studies (GE D5)(4) 

WS 401 Seminar in Women's Studies(4) 

ELECTIVE COURSES (8 Units) 8 
Minors must take 8 units of electives. A list of courses that currently 
qualify as Women's Studies electives can be found at: 
http://www.calpoly.edul-womstlcourses.htm 
Total Units Needed for Women's Studies Minor 28 
This version a/the WS Minor was approved/or the 2007-2009 curriculum cycle by the Women's Studies 
Advisory Board. 
Appendix C: Women's Studie GE ~~3~SCP Projected Enrollments 2007-2008 
2007-2008 Enrollment Projections 
Fall 2007 
Course GE USCP Units Enrollment SCU 
WS 301-01 D5 Yes 4 35 140 
WS 301-02 D5 Yes 4 35 140 
WS 340-01 D5 No 4 30 120 
WSIES 350-70 F Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-70 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-71 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
Winter 2008 
Course GE USCP Units Enrollment SCU 
WS 301-01 D5 Yes 4 35 140 
WS 311-01 D5 No 4 35 140 
WSIES 350-70 F Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-70 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-71 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
WSIHIST 435-70 nla Yes 4 30 120 
Spring 2008 
Course GE USCP Units Enrollment SCU 
WS 301-01 D5 Yes 4 35 140 
WS 301-01 D5 Yes 4 35 140 
WSIES 350-70 F Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-70 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
WSIRELS 370-71 C4 Yes 4 32 128 
WS 450-01 nla Yes 4 30 120 
TOTAL No. ofGE WS Courses 16 
TOTAL No. ofWS Courses 18 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT (ALL) 588 
TOTAL GE Enrollment 528 
Subtotal GE Enrollment by Area 
AreaC 192 
AreaD 240 
AreaF 96 
TOTAL USCP Enrollment 523 
TOTALSCU 2352 
Appendix D: Women's Studies MaJ-fr4ind Minor Program Support Courses 
Cal Poly Women's Studies 
WS Course #/Title De/!.artmenl Malor Su/!./!.ort Minor SU1!l!.ort 
WS/ART 316 Woman Art and Design Core course for the Elective for Art Minor 
as Subject and Object BFA 
in Art History 
WS 450 Feminist English Non-literature elective 
Theory for BA in English* 
WSIES 350 Gender, Comparative Ethnic Required course for Elective for the Ethnic 
Race, Science and Studies the BA in Studies Minor 
Technology Comparative Ethnic 
Studies 
WSIHIST 434 History Elective for the BA in Elective for the 
American Women's History** History Minor 
History to 1870 
WSIHIST 435 History Elective for the BA in Elective for the 
American Women's History** History Minor 
History from 1870 
WS 450 Feminist Philosophy Elective for the BA in 
Theory Philosophy 
WSIRELS 370 Philosophy/ Required course for 
Religion, Gender and Religious Studies the Religious Studies 
Society Minor 
* Can serve as a non-literature elective for the MA in English 
**Can serve as an elective for the MA in History 
Elective courses for the Minor in Women's Studies can be taken in 9 departments: Ethnic Studies, 
English, Kinesiology, Music, Political Science, Psychology and Child Development, Social 
Sciences, Speech Communication, and Theater. 
- --
--
-
-----
-- - --
- --
--- -- --- ----------- - -- -- -- - -
- -
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Appendix E: All Women's Studies Faculty 
2007-2008 All Women!s Studies Faculty 
WS Appointed Faculty 
Last IFirst Home Department E-mail Core Course Elective Course1 l 
Annstrong iMary 
Fem Rachel 
Kuhn Devin 
Lehr Jane 
WS Core C 
- - ~ - - - -­
W0l!len's_Studie~I?i!ec.toTIE_!_lglish_ 

Wo~e~ ~tu<!i~/Plti'9soph¥ 

Women's Studies/Philos.~phy 

Women's StudieslEthnic Studies 

_ma~str@c_a1p2!Y.~<!u 
__ifem@cal!l91X·~d~ 
Devin.Kuhn@cgu.edu_ 
jlehr@vt.edu 
_W~_.3QI, "Y.!p4_0, '.\'§ _150_ _ _____ __ _ ENql: ~~5__ _ _ _ 
WS 301, WS 450 PHIL 336 
__ _ _ ~S~~I,§ 37Q _______ _ __  _ _ __ _ __ _ ____ _ _ _ 
WSIES 350 
La.sl First Home Department E-mail Core Course E lecti"e Course 
Burn 
Cairns 
Engle 
Helmbrecht 
King 
Mori 
Shea 
Williams 
Zulfaear 
Last 
Halisky 
Jackson 
Lucas 
MacCurdy 
Malkin 
McLamore 
O'l3ryant 
Rubba 
Rummell 
Schwam. 
Trice 
Valle 
Shawn P~ch_()I~g}' _ WS 3/ t_ _ ___ _~~l!!.fI@c_alpQlr"~<!u___ . _ _ _ 
Kathleen HistoT¥_ WSfHIST435"-cai~s@calp()ly.edu ._
. ---­
-
Patrice Psy£hol~gr _ WS311
___ jl~~.£a!Jlo~,-e<!u_ __ __ _ 
Brenda English ENGL469WS 301___ ___ bhelm~~@~aljJ9~eiI.I:I ___ _____ IPSY 314
___!k~_g@£a.I]l~-,-~lI____ ____ILaura !:,s)'c.h.!lI.9ID' 
--------- --- - -- - ..- _. ---- -
Social Scienc-c SOC 311 SOC 35 1. _ _ _lJ..l!!()r.!@c..alll2!¥:~_u_ _ __ _IBarbam 
- --- -- - .--. - - --- ------­
- IChristine 
. 
Communication Studies CaMS 421 N__ ___ ___ _c~hea@S:~!Jl()I¥~dll ____ __.__ _WS ~01, J.'~401_ ____ 
Jean Politieal Science WS30 1 POLS 310 Y1_ jemwilli@~~IJll?!¥~ed.u___ _
--
.­
-
IMahlia Bthnic Stud ies WS401lTI];u!fa(:a@calp.!lry.edu 
first Elective Course 
ENGL459 
lIome Oep8rlment E-mail Core Course 
College of Liberal Arts DeanJEnglish I __ ____!ha!!~ky@c.a1!l()ly:~du ___ ~___[Linda 
COMS 421 ILorraine Communication Studies 
_. _ lia~ks.()'ll@..9l!>2!Y~d~ __ __ . _
- - . --_.---- - -­
-
ENGL345INancy English n!~£~@~~po!Led.ll. _ ___ 
-- .---. 
IENGL349ICarol english 
_ _ ~ ___ 5!!l~ccurd@~~!I'°!L~u~____ 
Pamela TH 310 I 
Alyson 
Theater and Dance _ _._ y_~lkin@~alP'.l.Iy~cJ.u_ . __ ___ 
MU328 

Camille 

Music .__ _ ll.mcI1l._ITI()E@5alpQlr:e~~, ____ _ 
KIN E 323Kinesiology . _~.!>IX!l:n~@.£allloly~_du_
-
ENOL 495Joanna Ellglish _ __ _ _. _. lTubb_a@E~Ip.'lIYoed..ll. __ _ __
. 
ENG tA 49English ____ __ ."-ru~I.'l~II@s:_alp()ly~e~~ ____ _KathT)ll c 
-
ENGL439English . _ __~scE.~lI..rt~~!I!()!~edu___ ___ __Deborah 
- HIST 458 
_____ ~~~~lpoIY-,-e_d_u _ _ _ _ .HistoryTom . ..
-
- ES 300Ethnic Sludie.~ Chair _.__~aJle@c.al".9Iy:e~!l_ _ ___Victor .. 
------
Appendix F: Women's Studies Affiliated Faculty 
'al Poly Women's Sludies Affi liated FRculty 1007 - 2008 by Collc.:e 
E-mail OrTice Loca ,ionOffi... ElCf.Oel)>> r lmontt..as! 9!!I.~_IFi..t 
CAED__ _ .!!gdoy-,!@calpol>::~<!u 34-2366·2285<:ityB-egi~n~P~ano~ _ ______Doyle 0.0, 
_ __ ._ __ -"..,t~~@E~P'~.I}:·~~___ _ 26- 103A'6-5992CENG 
12-107F 
Alplckin __ _ .lnEus~iaI.8G. M",-,~.!a~~!LE!'l!!!t~!'B.~~r____I SCI~ 
__ _ __._ kcche...@c:.~Ip~>::,eE~_ 
aliddlco@calpoly.cdu 
6-6634CENOMalen"I. Ellginc~rinl!Chen IK31herino 
20·3 186·5217 
14-254 
CENG_Liddico31 IAIbc:n .~l""tric~ ~nginee!!!tg._ 
6-6285 ~~~@c~~.ed,,-CENGCO_'!!P_uter .~cie.!'~~Vakalis hgnatios 
20-31 16·2441 ""YU..@~Eoly.ed!!.CENG 
CO,\ 
I Jelen _ J;!e~l!i~'!!..E.,!gi!!.eerins.Yu 
22·2096·5020 'PO.!!'l'~@~<>.Iy~dll_ __._Rudy AgribusinessPompa 
-. . . -~ --- -.­
6-5035 22·301r:9"!l~iE@cal~,,-____ ___ _ _ _COA 
52·037 
AgriJ)Usi!!"~ _EivlSQcnani-Pcm,la 
_ __ _.__e<!."!!1.s.~calpoly.edu6-2448COSAMPhysicsEli7.abelhDcmSOlz 
33.37~scirod(W.c31poly.cdu6·2875COSAMBiological Science 
33·37C1 
Su",,"Elrod 
pfidopio@c.,lpoly.edu6-2883COS AMPal ~oJ~~~~i<;!!~f'idopiDstis I 
43-373
. .____ _..!~~~_oly.edu __ _6·2203COSAMKine~l~~_Gla",mr:.yer Sonja 
43-453i hynesdu~c81poly.~du6-2545COSAI'II!KineSIology 
33·281 
JoanneHynes·Oosel 
In,nuhk@Wlpoly.cdu6·2788COSAMBiolollical Scicnec 
43A·367 
Mal)'M~lik 
cobl}'llnl@calpol)'.cdu6-1787COSAM]<in.esj<>!98L 
S2·E39 
CamilleO'Bl}'lInt 
mouel1et@CIllpoly.edu6-1351(,O$AMPhysics 
33·281 
MichelleOuelietle 
Ilomunek@Wlpoly,eduCQ~P'¥'_. __. ____ __ ~:~~s.._Bjol.o,Sic.!'-J_Scienc,,_Tomanek !:-.a~ 
I cll.y@calpoly.~du+_____l'I{~____.__. _ __ .. _ j~2246..Associftle ViC4 Pt!>voSt Aeademlc ProsromsN~y ,Cheryl 1 
oi7·32E _~la!!.c!,@c~IE~~-~-2.~~6..EoglI~h CJ,.~ - - .f-.Allcn ,Regulus 
26-24 
___ _ __ __ lalle~@c.!!E..o1y~<!~_ _ ..___6-6068CLJ\JournalismAllen eresa 

m;m,rm$tr@lcalpoly,edu 
 41-361.6-2529r CLAE.!!gIi!.h1~()me~S.!.U~i.,,~_mrcc.!,?rMaryArmslrong 
47·3SPobain(1ilcalpoly.cdu6-5757Cl..AEnglishAle. 
pkbennct@Clllpoly.cdu 
BtUIi 
26·2086·2408CLA 
..Qra.p.hi~ <:~,,!,icatio,!sPcnny 
sbumQijcalpoly.edu 
Benne" 
47·23C6-2934CL,A
.. Psy"hology & liuman ~v~lo'pmentBum IShawn 
p"fjt I 
Appendix F: Women's Studies Affiliated Faculty 
Cal Poly Womtn'~ Studies Affilia,ed Faculty 2007 - 2008 by College 
Us, 
Cairns 
Cal l 
Codon 
Dcn Oucr 
Engle 
Fagnn 
Fcm 
Firpo 
Gillene 
Hali,1cy 
Ilelmblcehl 
Hcnn.,.= 
~fewill 
Jipson 
Jo\'anovlC 
Keesey 
Ke nnelly 
King 
Kuhn 
lA:hr 
Long 
tovugii() 
Lucas 
Pi.,;, 
Ka~llcen 
lAw,s 
GIc()'1!C 
Ron 
Ipalrice 
,Kevin 
IRachel 
IcruiS(ina 
ravid Linda 
Brenda 
David 
Cnssa 
Jennirc< 
IJason 
IDoug 
jBrian 
Lauro 
Devin 
IJane 
IOianne 
Ennca 
INancy 
Oep8<lmenl 
!j:ist2'Y 
!fis~'Y 
H~sto!y 
PofiliCllI Sciance 
_.1's~ol~gyfr.: 9.!llldPeveI~~!,! ... __ 
_ ~~.m ~gu~e_s..an(l,iterat~s 
~iloS2Ph)'~om~§tudies Pr.()~.__ 
lIislOry 
[;nglish 
English 
J::ngli~!! 

l~n.Blish. 

._~&l?~__ 

._P~yc!loloID'.~ f.hil<!.D~el~~'!!.. 

Psy<:hology & Child Developmenl 

Englosh 

Modenl Languages and Lilenuures 

Psychology & Child De vdop,nenl 

_P!!jlosophYlWom~Il's §.tudies!,rogr:am 
__ E-'bn~S.~di~~ll1en's ~udie~ ProJ!T!'''! 
Polillcal Science 
An & Design 
English 
ColI<l:< 
Ci.A 
CW\ 
eLA 
eLA 
CLA 
eLA 
eLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CU\ 
LA 
CLA 
CLA 
C'LA 
eLA 
Office Ext. --+. __ .___. ___ ...!:.~!I.~__._.____._ 1 Offi.~ Location 
_ ~.~86~ _. . _ _ I. _. __ _ ~aims(iqcalpol}'.~'!.. _ _ ._ 47-2SN 
_§:'2_671.... __--- i. -- _..!c~~£.o~cdu ___. ._ 47·25M 
47-2$A 
1 __~:.~1.41..._ _ . . _ _r<len2.tte@,,~~ly~u _ 
.--- __ .~}~L_ -t ---g"()!l<i!!@_c~21~'.e_d~_ .-- ----­
47-1 lit 
~7·23f'-.- --~:~~))~ -_--J __ _  ~n.8I~@c~~I~<I!' 
6·2750 kfngan«i'"",lpoly.cdu 47-2~B 
6-2330 ncm@lcalpoly,edu 47-34R 
___ 47-27A..__ ~2834. __ _+____ -"-~~.£O.1l:..cd---'!....._ _ .___ 
1_...__~2~~ _ __ 1__. . __ ____~d.gi~~.cdu___..__ _ 47·1'114 
47-320 
47·3SF--:::- ~t~-~;:=;,: ~--
I 
47-3,N§ 
-...Ji 
___.__~.22(j__ _ -1-. --- --- (~he"".~~~~~ly.edu --­
6-2046. + cheWltt@()~~~<!!!_ _ _ _ _ l4-1~ 
47-218....§:2~'- .__--t- __ _..iJiJ>.~~.@.c~l~d~_._____ 
+_. _ __~.~_4_ __ ____.jj-""~.2.Y.@()~Y:..~____ 47-11N 
47-320 -~::::: ---t----------:::~:;~.:: -­
~ ~__ _ ____ - -- -0 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 47-28 
6-6ll1 Ik;n~poly.cdll 47-2 1Q 
6-2042 Devin Kuhn@cgu.cdu 

6-1107 
 j lchr@vLcdu 

6-5117 
 47-14Cdlon~@e. lpo1y.edu 
34-1636-2446 elov8gU@c"lpolycdu 
47·34Fnluc.'S@oalpoly ,cdu6-2974 
eat Poly Won,tn's Siudies Affiliated Faculty 2007 - 2008 b 
l.aSI !f'irs, Oepnrtm.nt ,...,., Coll~e Office Ext. &-muil I Office Location 
- --
- --- --
Appendi .. F: Women's Studies Affiliated Faculty 
MacCutdy 
Malkin 
McL:unore 
Morl 
Morgan 
Pedrolli 
Pelray·ColIey 
Richison 
Rons 
Rubba 
Rucas 
Rummell 
RusSQII 
Schwarr.e 
Shea 
Swearl 
Toil.IOOum 
Tnce 
Volle 
Velasquez 
Wail'maS 
\YCI7.c1 
Williams 
Cmf 
Pam 
Aly""n 
Bu",am 
ane 
Jenniferr
 
IMamle 
JC\'IIlninc 
XiBoying 
IJohanna 
Istacey 
IKathryn 
iCmis 
1 0~bom 
IChriSline 
LI~ 
IJerelnY 
i1110mas 
VietQr 
jGlorill 
tCaihcnnc 
IJean 
IJean 
(!n!!lish 

Theatre & Dunce 

Music 

SOQiai So/cnce 

Women's Studies P'osrnm 

P.-y<:holo~ &. Child Dovclopmcnt 

Enlltr$h 

English 

Gmphic CommunicatiOns 

English 

Social SClcnce 

EnSlish 

Music 

EnglIsh 

COmlnunicalion Studies 

Psychology & Child Dcoclop",om 

Conununle.lion Studies 

Hisll)'Y 

Elhlllc SrudfQJ 

Modem l.ons\lU81!S &. Lil.mlures. 

EnSlish 

An & Dcslgn 

I'olhical Sell,".e Ch." 

CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CLA 
eLA 
CLA 
eLA 
CLA 
eLA 
CLA 
CLA 
CI. A 
CLA 
I CLA 
CLA 
I. etA 
Cl.A 
CLA 
eLA 
eLA 
(LA 
CLA 
_	 6-2141 
6-6701 
6-2612 
_ __£6~6.!, _ _ _ 
6-6701 
- - -~ . ..§.:~~~---
____ ___ 6:2'!'Q__ _ 
6-2134 
6-~On_ 
.____	6-218~ __ _ 
6-1374 
6-2142 
6-1547 
6-2636 
6-2909 
6-6123
.- - -------­
__ __ 6~8§.~. ___ _ 
6-1124 
__ 6:2lgL___ 
6-2992 
6-2136 
6-1272 
6-7168 
cmOllcurll@cafpoly.cdu 
pm.lkin@calpoly.cdu 
amclonlor@calpoly.cdu 
bmori@calpoly.cdu 
j!notgJln@cuest •. cdu 
jpcdron@calpoly.edu 
mpctmy@catpoly.edu 
jrichiso@C/Ilpoly.cdu 
XIOIlg@cnlpoly.cdu 
jnlbba@calpoly.edu 
$rucns@cnlpo ly.cdu 
krummcll@calpoly.cdu 
c.russell@cal1'.o~c!.u __ 
dSllhwnrl@eIIlpoly.edu 
cshC/l@calpoly.cdu 
Iswcan@C!'lpoly..:du 
Jroilclb@clllpoly_cdu 
_ttri~~.:..e~_ 
wallt@ealpoly.edu 
gvdnsqu@Calpoly,edu 
cwailinll@talpoly.cdu 
jwetzcl@Colpoly.edli 
jem",;lli@calpoly.edu 
47-26F 
45-103 
45-132 
47-130 
34-216 
47-21C 
47-350 
47-3SL 
26-209A 
47-35B 
47-12B 
47-32A 
4~121 
11 
47.350 
47-J6FII 
47-21/\ 
~7-36Q 
47-25P 
38-138 
47-260 
47-32E 
34- 147 
47-1 1F 
1.3 
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Appendix H: Women's Studies 5 Year Plan 
Women's Studies 5 Year Plan 
Q6/7 	 07/8 08/9 09/10 	 10111 11112 
!\ I'lllstrong (13) Armstrong (2/3) ] 
-7 
Admin/Theory 	 Interdisciplinary LGBT Course Development -7 -7 
Gill Internships in LGBT Politics/Policy? 
[70K proposal currently under review] 
LGBTStudies Minor 
Or Concentration 
h::1'Il ( 1/3) Fern (1/3) Philosophy 	 -7 -7 
] Development in Liberal Arts continues -7 
Kuhn (1/3) Religion/Ethics -7 -7 
Lehr (1/3) Gender and STEM Ed ] 
]~ Develop core curriculum for 	 I 
W 
o]~ Gender, Science and Tech Minor 
I 
*Full Line Hire -7 ] Gender, Science, Tech 
DEPT STATUS 
-7 Minor or Concentration 
] 
Add Internship model to WS Curriculum Applied Internship component . -7 
STEM THINK TANK (WS) -7 7 

STEM Curricular Development (WS) 7 

!\DVANCE Grant Project (N. Sungar) -7 [NSF Funding Possible] 

r·-Beg-j n co;;cep-tuaif~ing G~-ndei,-Global -------­
: Sustainability L _	 *Full Line Hire. 7 _ 
10 courses/!\ Y 18 courses 18 courses 27 courses 27 courses 27 courses 
2006-2007 
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CSU 
Bakersfield 
Channel Islands 
ChICO 
Domingul:Z HIlls 
East llay 
Fresno 
Fullenon 
Hum'boldt 
Long Beach 
Los Angelcs 
IMaritime Academy 
IMOn1crey Bay 
Northridge 
IPomona 
Sacramento 
Isan Bemadino 
ISan Dicgo 
ISan Francisco 
San Jose 
San LUIS ObiSpo 
San Marcos 
SQnOmB 
I Slil11i~IaUS 
INAme of ProgramIwomen and Gender Sludies 
Program 
NONE 
Women's Studies 
Women's Studies Program 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -08 
RESOLUTION ON 
DIVERSITY LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
1 WHEREAS, The Cal Poly Mission Statement declares that the University values cultural and intellectual 
2 diversity; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, The University Learning Objectives state that all Cal Poly graduates should be able to make 
5 reasoned decisions based on a respect for diversity; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, The Cal Poly Academic Senate has afftrmed the academic value of diversity (AS-505-98); 
8 and 
9 
10 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate has created the Cal Poly Statement on Diversity (AS-506-98), which 
11 is included in the catalog and posted on the Academic Programs web site and which includes 
12 a defmition of diversity; and 
13 
14 WHEREAS, We all understand that the awareness of diversity and its value can be increased both through 
15 the curriculum and through extra-curricular activities; and 
16 
17 WHEREAS, The campus has been active in organizing and promoting extra-curricular activities to 
18 increase student awareness of diversity and its value; and 
19 
20 WHEREAS, . Cal Poly's Diversity in the Curriculum Task Force recommended the adoption of Diversity 
21 Learning Objectives in a January 2004 report; and 
22 
23 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, with input from Ethnic Studies, Women's 
24 Studies, and the University Diversity Enhancement Council has created the attached 
25 Diversity Learning Objectives; and 
26 
27 WHEREAS, While there are several diversity requirements in the curriculum, there are no campus 
28 diversity learning objectives; therefore be it 
29 
30 RESOLVED: That the Diversity Learning Objectives shall be considered an addendum to the University 
31 Learning Objectives; and be it further 
32 
33 RESOLVED:' That satisfying the Diversity Learning Objectives shall be the responsibility of every 
34 academic program. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Curriculum Committee 
Date: December 19, 2007 
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DIVERSITY LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
(December 19, 2007) 
All students who complete an undergraduate or graduate program at Cal Poly should be able to 
make reasoned decisions based on a respect for diversity as defined in the Cal Poly Statement on 
Diversity, which is included in the catalog and posted on the Academic Programs web site. They 
should be able to: 
1. 	 Function as members ofsociety and as professionals with people who 
have ideas, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that are different from their 
own 
2. 	 Demonstrate an understanding ofthe relationship between diversity, 
inequality, and social/political power both in the United States and 
globally 
3. 	 Demonstrate knowledge ofcontnbutions made by individuals from 
diverse and/or underrepresented groups to our local, national, and 
global communities 
4. 	 Understand that an integral element oflearning and decision-making is 
consideration ofdiverse perspectives 
---
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CAL POLY STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY* 
*The definition of diversity is specifically inclusive of, but not limited to, an 
individual's race/ethnicity, sex/gender, socioeconomic status, cultural heritage, 
dlsabifity and sexual orientation. 
At the heart of a university is the responsibility for providing its students with a 
well-rounded education, an education that fosters their intellectual, personal and 
social growth. For students preparing to embark upon work and life in the 21st 
century, a critical element of a well-rounded education is the ability to understand 
and to function effectively in a diverse and increasingly interdependent global 
society. As noted in a recent statement from the American Association of University I wProfessors (AAUP), "the argument for the necessity of diversity is perhaps stronger ~ 
in higher education than in any other context... The ultimate product of universities I 
is education in the broadest sense, including preparation for life in the working 
world." In this regard, it is in the compelling interest of Cal Poly, the state, and the 
nation to provide our students with an education that is rich with a diversity of 
ideas, perspectives, and experiences. 
Thus, diversity serves as a fundamental means to enhance both the quality and 
value of education. It cannot be a mere adjunct to such an education but must be 
an integral element of the educational experience, infused throughout the 
community (faculty, students, and staff), the curriculum, and the cocurricular 
programs of the University. 
• 	 As a University whose motto is "to learn by doing," Cal Poly explicitly 

understands the importance that experience brings to education. When 

students are exposed personally and directly to faculty, staff, and other 

students from diverse backgrounds, their stereotypes about "the other" are 

challenged. As the AAUP statement notes, such personal interaction gives 

students an understanding of the "range of similarities and differences 

within and among ... groups" that "no textbook or computer" can provide . 

For this reason, both the formal and informal classroom (Le., the rich 
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learning experiences that occur for our students during their cocurricular 
activities), must be constituted in a way that reinforces the value of 
encountering and considering diversity. 
• 	 Moreover, diversity in the curriculum is a fundamental component of a well­
rounded and beneficial education. The perspectives provided by the 
University are contingent upon the content and purpose of its courses. Since 
the curriculum is the principal expression of our educational goals and values, 
it must signal the importance of diversity to the Cal Poly mission, to the 
institutional culture, and to our teaching and learning environment in 
clear and unambiguous terms. 
Thus, the University community (its students, faculty, and staff), the curriculum, 
and the co-curricular environment must be dedicated to the principle of ensuring 
that all of our students routinely encounter diverse people, ideas, and experiences: 
Only through intellectual and first-hand personal exposure to diversity in its myriad 
forms-racial, ethnic, cultural, gender, geographic, socioeconomic, etc.-will students 
gain the understanding, empathy, and social skills that they will require to be 
effective, engaged citizens in an increasingly crowded and interrelated global 
community. The benefit of diversity is universal. Cal Poly's commitment to diversity 
signals an affirmation of the highest educational goals of this University, including 
mutual respect, civility, and engaged learning. 
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